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Supplementary Note19

Supplementary Fig. 1 analyzes the distributions of the number of reports for all the con-20

firmed cases and the contacted individuals under both RAC and BLC model. Every report is21

counted no matter whether it contributes to a contact or not. The number of reports related22

to both room-level anchor-based information(RA-information) and building-level location-based23

information(BL-information) follow well-known power-law distribution, i.e., p(k) ∝ k−γ , where24

the average RA-information < k > equals to 51.28, and the power exponent γ equals to 1.25 and25

the average BL-information < k > equals to 311.63 and the power exponent γ equals to 1.15 for26

BLCs.27

Supplementary Figure 1: Distribution of reports history in 20 days. a Distribution of reports
for RA-information, and 15.77% of users contribute less than three time in 20 days. b Distribution
of reports for BL-information, and 10.11% of users contribute less than three time in 20 days.

We studied the crowdsourced data before and after the travel restriction on 23 January (Sup-28

plementary Fig. 2). Among the data, the anchor-based information, which is used to calculate29

RAC, is preprocessed firstly. Then, we count the reporting data of each user in seven days and30

study the distribution of the crowdsourced data. In the first instance, we can find that the con-31

tributed data are sparse and the majority of users contribute less than three time in seven days32

because smartphone users report data in a very low and irregular frequency. Besides, the distri-33

butions of the reporting data from both confirmed cases and contacted individuals in the whole34

period follow power-law distributions, i.e., p(k) ∝ k−γ , where < k >= 12.29, γ = 1.35 for35

RA-information reported by confirmed cases before 23 January in Supplementary Fig. 2a, and36

< k >= 12.34, γ = 1.35 for RA-information reported by confirmed cases after 23 January in37

Supplementary Fig. 2b, and < k >= 19.26, γ = 1.25 for RA-information reported by contacted38

individuals before 23 January in Supplementary Fig. 2c, and < k >= 19.33, γ = 1.25 for RA-39
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Supplementary Figure 2: Distribution of reports for RA-information before and after 23
January. a Distribution of confirmed cases’ reports for RA-information before 23 January. b
Distribution of confirmed cases’ reports for RA-information after 23 January. c Distribution of
contacted individuals’ reports for RA-information before 23 January. d Distribution of contacted
individuals’ reports for RA-information after 23 January.

information reported by contacted individuals after 23 January in Supplementary Fig. 2d. We can40

observe that both confirmed cases and contacted individuals have similar crowdsourced reporting41

frequency before and after 23 January.42

As shown in Supplementary Fig. 3, we studied the crowdsourced data before and after43

the date of the travel restriction, i.e., 23 January. Among the data, we preprocess the location-44

based information, which is used to calculate BLC, in the same way as RAC. First of all, we45

can find that the contributed data are sparse and the majority of users contribute less than three46

time in seven days. Besides, the distributions of the reporting data from both confirmed cases47

and contacted individuals in the whole period follow power-law distributions, following p(k) ∝48

k−γ , where < k >= 93.04, γ = 1.2 for BL-information reported by confirmed cases before 2349
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Supplementary Figure 3: Distribution of reporting crowdsourced data before and after 23
January. a Distribution of confirmed cases’ reports for BL-information before 23 January. b
Distribution of confirmed cases’ reports for BL-information after 23 January. c Distribution of
contacted individuals’ reports for BL-information before 23 January. d Distribution of contacted
individuals’ reports for BL-information after 23 January.

January in Supplementary Fig. 3a and < k >= 58.68, γ = 1.3 for BL-information reported by50

confirmed cases after 23 January in Supplementary Fig. 3b and < k >= 310.09, γ = 0.8 for51

BL-information reported by contacted individuals before 23 January in Supplementary Fig. 3c and52

< k >= 142.46, γ = 1.1 for BL-information reported by contacted individuals after 23 January53

Supplementary Fig. 3d. We can find that for both confirmed cases and contacted individuals,54

the mean value of crowdsourced reporting frequency decreased after 23 January, while the power55

exponent increased after 23 January, which means people report less location-based information.56

The reason is that the travel restriction was implemented in Wuhan on 23 January and people57

tended to stay at home.58

Supplementary Fig. 4 shows the average contact trends of the whole population (10,527,73759
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Supplementary Figure 4: Average number of contacts of the entire population. Before and
after the travel restriction of the general population daily contact number changes.

smartphone users) in Wuhan during the period from 16 to 29 January. After the Chinese authority60

confirmed the COVID-19 coronavirus can be transmitted among human on 20 January, the average61

daily RACs and BLCs of the whole population dropped sharply. After the ban of non-essential62

vehicles in Wuhan downtown area on 26 January, the average contacts reached the lowest, at about63

6.3 for BLCs and 2.6 for RACs, respectively. And then the average contacts stayed stable at such64

a level for a long period.65

Supplementary Figure 5: Daily temperature in Wuhan from 1 January to 31 January. The
weather data comes from meteoblue.com.

We analyze the behaviors of the room-level anchor-based contacts from January to February.66

The daily total RACs between contacted individuals and infectious individuals C(t) can reflect the67

daily room-level transmission. We find that C(t) increased dramatically first from 1 to 19 Jan-68

uary as the BLC behavior. After the confirmation of infection among people on 20 January, C(t)69

dropped slightly and then increased again after 23 January. As we know, the travel restriction in70
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Supplementary Figure 6: Daily characteristics of RACs. a. C(t), the daily total times of
RACs between infectious individuals and contacted individuals. b. K(t), the daily average tmies
of RACs with infectious individuals for contacted individuals. L(t), the daily average times of
RACs with contacted individuals for infectious individuals before confirmation. c. N(t), the daily
total number of contacted individuals that have RACs with infectious individuals at least once.
S(t), the daily total number of infectious individuals that have RACs with contacted individuals at
least once. d. The distributions of the daily times of RACs by all contacted individuals. e. The
distributions of the daily times of RACs by infectious individuals.

Wuhan was implemented on 23 January, the total RACs increased slowly until 1 February. Obvi-71

ously, the travel restriction could not reduce the room-level contacts, since people are quarantined72

at home, creating more contacts. After that, C(t) decreased and tended to zero around 28 February.73

Similar evidence can be observed for indicators K(t) and L(t), while L(t) displays a more distinct74

fluctuation in the early January, which is in accord with the behavior of BLCs. After the confir-75
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mation of infection among human on 20 January, K(t) increased until the travel restriction. We76

also observed from K(t) the evidence that the travel restriction significantly reduced the building-77

level contacts but created more chances of room-level contacts. From a macroscopic view, N(t)78

and S(t) describe population-level RAC trend in Wuhan. Notice that N(t) had a similar behavior79

as C(t) except that the rising after 23 January is not significant. Contacted individuals began to80

decline on 1 February and approached zero around 28 February. Compared to N(t), however, S(t)81

exhibits a different characteristic from the other four indicators. Initially, S(t) increased evenly82

with the number of infectious individuals as few of them are under quarantine. Keeping rising83

until 1 February, S(t) began to decrease evenly and approached zero around 28 February.84

Supplementary Figure 7: Daily contacts distributions of RACs. a. The distributions of the
daily times of RACs with infectious individuals by all contacted individuals. b. The distributions
of the daily times of RACs with contacted individuals by infectious individuals.

Supplementary Fig. 7a shows the detailed distributions of the daily RACs, which all have85

power-law tails. From 1 to 20 January, specifically, the power exponent kept increasing, having86

the same evolving pattern as K(t). From the perspective of the infectious, the distribution of daily87

contacts also follows a power-law distribution (Supplementary Fig. 7b), and have a prominent long88

tail. The power exponent kept decreasing, having the same evolving pattern as L(t).89

We count the number of infectious individuals who had RACs with any contacted individual90

in recent twenty days, and calculate the probability p(k) that a contacted individual have associated91

k infectious individuals. The probability distribution decays as a power-law (Supplementary Fig.92

8a), following p(k) ∝ k−γ , and the average number < k > equals to 3.26 and the power exponent93

γ equals to 1.59. We further study the RAC behaviors for infected and uninfected contacted indi-94
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Supplementary Figure 8: Different contact behaviors between infected and uninfected con-
tacted individuals. a. The distribution of number of infectious individuals who had RACs with
any contacted individual. b. The distributions of the number of infectious individuals who had
RACs with any infected contacted individual and any uninfected contacted individual, respec-
tively. c. The distribution of the number of days when contacted individuals had RACs with any
infectious individual. d. The distributions of the number of days for infected contacted individ-
uals and uninfected contacted individuals who had RACs with any infectious individual. e. The
distribution of the number of infectious individuals who had BLCs with any contacted individual.
f. The distributions of the number of infectious individuals who had BLCs with any infected con-
tacted individual and any uninfected contacted individual. g. The distribution of the number of
days when contacted individuals had BLCs with any infectious individual. h. The distributions of
the number of days for infected contacted individuals and uninfected contacted individuals who
had RACs with any confirmed case.

viduals, respectively. Again, power-law behaviors are found for both types, while the infected con-95

tacted individuals follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 4.63 and an exponent γ = 1.51,96

and the uninfected contacted individuals follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 3.21 and97

γ = 1.91 (Supplementary Fig. 8b). We count the number of days when contacted individuals had98

RACs with any infectious individual. The probability p(k) that a contacted individual have asso-99

ciated any infectious individual for k days in recent twenty day follows a power-law distribution100

with < k >= 4.13 and γ = 2.01 (Supplementary Fig. 8c). We also study the RAC behaviors101

for infected and uninfected contacted individuals, respectively. The infected contacted individuals102
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follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 4.32 and an exponent γ = 1.51, while the unin-103

fected contacted individuals follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 4.13 and γ = 2.03104

(Supplementary Fig. 8d). For BLCs, we count the number of infectious individuals who had BLCs105

with any contacted individual in recent twenty days, and calculate the probability p(k) that a con-106

tacted individual have associated k infectious individuals. The probability following a power-law107

distribution with < k >= 2.93 and γ = 1.69 (Supplementary Fig. 8e). We further study the BLC108

behaviors for infected and uninfected contacted individuals, respectively. The infected contacted109

individuals follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 3.95 and γ = 1.33, and the uninfected110

contacted individuals follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 2.89 and γ = 1.79 (Supple-111

mentary Fig. 8f). We count the number of days when contacted individuals had BLCs with any112

infectious individual. The probability p(k) that a contacted individual have encountered any infec-113

tious individual for k days in recent twenty day follows a power-law distribution with< k >= 2.03114

and γ = 2.21 (Supplementary Fig. 8g). We also study the BLC behaviors for infected and unin-115

fected contacted individuals, respectively. The infected contacted individuals follows a power-law116

distribution with < k >= 2.27 and an exponent γ = 1.94, while the uninfected contacted indi-117

viduals follows a power-law distribution with < k >= 2.03 and γ = 2.22 (Supplementary Fig.118

8h).119

Supplementary Figure 9: Correlations between daily number of contacts and confirmed cases
with different delays. This figure illustrates the correlation between daily RACs/BLCs and
delayed confirmed cases in Wuhan. We alter the delayed days from 10 to 20 days and calculate the
corresponding Pearson correlation.
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We calculate the Pearson correlations between daily number of contacts and infectious indi-120

viduals with delays ranging from 10 to 20 days, and detailed results are shown in Supplementary121

Fig. 9. Obviously, with the 14-days delay, the Pearson correlation achieves the maximum under122

both RAC and BLC model, implying the 14-days delay is a reasonable choice for the following123

discussions.124

Supplementary Figure 10: Performance of different user involvement under RAC model. a-c.
Three box plots show the distribution change of K(t), L(t), and daily number of total contacts Vs.
different user update rates under RAC model. d-f. Three box plots show the distribution change
of K(t), L(t), and daily number of total contacts Vs. different user participation rates under RAC
model. g-h. The Pearson correlation Vs. different user upload rates and user participation rates
under RAC model, respectively.
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We have analyzed the BLC model in main body of the paper. Here we conduct experiments125

on RAC model in the same setting and the results are shown in Supplementary fig. 10. It reveals126

that 1) decreasing the user upload rate leads to lower K(t) and L(t), while there is no obvious127

trends observed in K(t) and L(t) with different user participation rates; 2) ranging user upload128

rates and user participation rates have less influence on the Pearson correlations change in RAC129

model than BLC model, which might be attributed to the stable indoor close relationship captured130

by the RAC model. Based on above two observations, we conclude that the RAC model is more131

robust to various user upload/participation rates than the BLC model. Still, encouraging more132

users’ participation and upload is helpful to estimate related indicators accurately.133
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